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after being injured during the events
surrounding battle of the binary stars, he

was brought to starfleet medical for
extensive rehabilitation, involving the use

of the healing power of the borg
collective. here, the collective attempted

to remove his individuality in order to
increase their collective power. after

considerable success, it was determined
that he would be of no further utility to

the borg, and he was returned to starfleet
intelligence. he was eventually promoted
to the position of commodore, serving on

the borg/romulan warfront. before he
could take the post, however, he was

killed. some time afterward, icheb was
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suspected of betraying starfleet, and he
was featured in a holoprogram shown to
the public. tiryal who worked in starfleet
intelligence. he was a member of an off-

planet settlement known as the sangheili.
he was a good friend of the t'kuvma, and

while he was never seen with the
prophets, he was frequently sought out

by them for advice, particularly about his
studies. he had an affinity for fire and was
a member of the symbiont priesthood. it

was said that he was one of the few
starfleet intelligence members who was

knowledgeable about the ancient
prophets, and that the prophets

considered him as a friend. t'kuvma
eventually died of natural causes, but the

prophets told tiryal to wait for the next
elders. t'kuvma became a symbol to the
sangheili, the one who finally believed in

their intelligence. however, tiryal's
knowledge and experiences were not of
interest to the new prophets. while he
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was in the middle of a ceremony
conducted by the new prophets, the
klingons attacked. t'kuvma had to

sacrifice himself to defend the sacred
space. the klingons were eventually

vanquished and t'kuvma was
reincorporated into the prophets' new

body, becoming the new chieftain. in the
wake of this, t'kuvma was carried off into
the past as a prisoner of the last survivors

of the klingon empire.
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